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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following options in the General Pane of the
Export Adobe PDF dialog box takes InDesign table-of-contents
(TOC) information and preserves it in the exported PDF file?
A. Hyperlinks
B. Multimedia
C. Interactive Elements
D. Bookmarks
Answer: D
Explanation:

Bookmarks option in the General Pane of the Export Adobe PDF
dialog box takes InDesign table-of- contents (TOC) information
and preserves it as bookmarks in the exported PDF file.
Answer B is incorrect. This option preserves hyperlinks added
in InDesign.
Answer A is incorrect. This option preserves interactive
objects meaning buttons and their page actions rather than
converting them to static graphics.
Answer D is incorrect. This pop-up menu lets you control how
embedded sound and video are handled.

NEW QUESTION: 2
If an economy is currently experiencing both full employment
and price stability, a major tax reduction will
probably cause:
A. An increase in the unemployment rate.
B. An acceleration in the inflation rate, unless government
expenditures are also reduced.
C. A decrease in consumption.
D. No change in real GDP or the price level.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Choice "b" is correct. A tax cut shifts the aggregate demand
curve to the right causing the price level and
therefore the inflation rate to rise.
Choice "a" is incorrect. The unemployment rate would fall, not
rise.
Choice "c" is incorrect. The price level would rise, not remain
unchanged.
Choice "d" is incorrect. Consumption would rise as disposable
income rises, not fall.

NEW QUESTION: 3
What distinguishes an HP switch with a CLOS fabric from an HP
switch with a crossbar fabric?
A. The CLOS fabric can dynamically load-balance internal
traffic over many paths, helping the switch support 40G/100G.
B. The CLOS fabric can integrate with a virtual switch, which
is deployed in a virtualized server.
C. The CLOS fabric can dynamically shut down power to unused
switch ports, proving better energy efficiency.
D. The CLOS fabric is a requirement for an Intelligent
Resilient Framework (IRF) virtual switch with more than two
members.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
In a modern Clos topology, every lower-tier switch is connected

to each of the top-tier switches in a full- mesh topology. If
there isn't any oversubscription taking place between the
lower-tier switches and their uplinks, then a non-blocking
architecture can be achieved. The advantage of the Clos network
is you can use a set of identical and inexpensive devices to
create the tree and gain high performance and resilience that
would otherwise cost must more to construct. To prevent any one
uplink path from being chosen, the path is randomly chosen so
that the traffic load is evenly distributed between the
top-tier switches. If one of the top tier switches were to
fail, it only slightly degrades performance through the data
center.
Reference: Clos Networks: What's Old Is New Again, What goes
around, comes around - Clos Networks are back
http://www.networkworld.com/article/2226122/cisco-subnet/clos-n
etworks--what-s-old-is-new-again.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
When analyzing and forecasting an operating expense budget what
are not included?
A. Utilities and power costs
B. New datacenter to operate from
C. Software and hardware license fees
D. Network connectivity costs
Answer: B
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